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SYNOPSIS 
This thesis commences with an analysis of 
the cyclic variation in the bending natural frequency 
of the tines of the tuning fork as it is orientated in 
the gravitational field. 	The analytical solution 
Lives a value which deviates by less than ten per cent 
from the experimental value obtained by other authors 
and therefore suggests a possible explanation of this 
previously unexplained variation. 
The torsion gyro, which forms the main part 
of this text, is an alternative to the tuning fork as 
a vibratory rate gyroscope. 	The instrument appears 
to be a new concept in this field and seems to have 
advantages over the tuning fork. 	Its configuration 
and method of operation are described and some of its 
main characteristics investigated. 	These include 
the analysis of the balanced system and its transient 
response, the effects of unbalance and the damping 
characteristics of the system. 	Design graphs are 
drawn to enable approximate numerical values to be 
established and a suggestion is made for a suitable 
type of instrumentation. 
The theoretical results L.,wgree closely with 
those obtained experimentally. 	It was necessary to 
operate the instrument with high input rates of tarn, 
but it has been shown that the instrument is capable 
of detecting reasonably small inputs. 
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CHAPTER I 
1.0 Introduction 
During the present century the gyroscope has 
experienced innumerable modifications and improvements 
which have increased its accuracy, sensitivity and 
range of application. 	In the field of navigation, 
where increasingly severe demands are being made on 
this instrument, inaccuracies previously tolerated 
could impose detrimental acceleration forces on the 
human body while travelling at supersonic speeds. It 
is apparent that each additional refinement becomes 
more difficult to produce and the expense of manufactur-
ing high precision gyroscopes increases accordingly. 
With the growing complexity in producing present day 
gyroscopes it would seem that a basic change is 
required from the conventional spinning wheel type of 
instrument developed over one hundred years ago by 
Foucault. 	The vibratory rate gyroscope emerged as 
a result of these considerations. 	A parallel to this 
can be seen in prime movers where steam power was 
becoming increasingly impracticable in the form of the 
reciprocating engine but was completely revolutionized 
with the advent of the steam turbine. 
Numerous authors have contributed papers on 
the use of the tuning fork as a rate of turn indicator, 
amongst the first being Pringle (Reference 9) in which 
he describes the flight controls of the Diptera insect, 
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one of which is tb.e common fly. 	This insect has  
protruding from its thox two large club shaped 
halteres whion oscillate through large amplitude 
about the vertical plane. 	By i 	 U nrmuscJ ar action 
the insect, as it turns about the vertical axis, 
detects Coriolis forces incurred in the vibrating 
hal-U eres. 	This biological action is sii1iiar to the 
action of the tuning fork when used as a vibratory 
rate gyroscope. 	In the tuning fork the tines 
oscillate through small anplitudes giving a radial 
velocity to the mass of the tines which, together 
with a rotation of the stern induc as oscill rating 
Coriolis forces to be supe.rimposei oa the stem. 
This can also be visualised from tue principle of 
tiie conservaon of angunar moaatnni applied to the 
complete tuning fork aut its StL1. 	As the inertia 
of the tine increases on its outward swing tae velocity 
Of rotation of the stem must decre.se to compensate for 
this and maintain constant angular monientera within the 
system. 	With a corresponding increase in rotational 
velocity as the tines swing inwards, a periodic 
oscillatory motion. is superimposed on theapplied rate 
of turn. 	The amplitude and phase of this oscillatory 
output isaLleasure of the velocity and direction of 
the applLed rate of turn. 
A considerable amoaent of research has been 
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carried out to establish tb.e tuning fork as an accurate 
rate of turn meter. 	It can be seen from references O.o) 
and (ii) that the Sperry Gyroscope Company anticipated a 
great future for this instrument. 	However, after a 
considerable amount of research they appear to have 
abandoned the project. 	One of their major difficulties 
was the inability to eliminate output signals arising 
from small inaccuracies in the manufacture of the tines. 
Another significant source of error experienced by other 
authors, is the sensitivity of the tuning fork to its 
position in the gravitational field. 	This is more 
fully discussed in the next chapter. 
The main part of this thesis is concerned 
with the investigation of a new type of vibratory rate 
gyro. 	This instrument is a departure from the tuning 
 
fork and appeared at the outset to be a new C0flCCP.t in 
this field. The configuration of the instrument, as 
can be seen from figure (1)9 is similar to the more 
conve..itiona]- gyroscope except that the shafts are 
rigidly fixed and the rotor oscillates rather than 
rotates. 	The fundamental difference between this 
torsion gyro instrument and the tuning fork is in the 
primary system 	In the tuning fork this consists of 
a lateral vibration of the tines instead of the torsional 
oscillation experienced in the 'rotor' of the torsion 
gyro. 	The secondary, or output systems of both are 
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similar in that they are ill toriontJ- oeoillatiofl 
about thejroatpiit shafts. 	However, in the torsion gyro 
this output shaft is not the sarLe as the applied rate 
of turn axis as is the case in the tuning fork. 
Vibratory rate gyros, because of their unit 
construction, are more robust than the conventional 
form of gyroscope. 	The principal advantage is the 
absence of bearings which eliminates friction and weary 
thereby reducing replaceiient and maintefl&I1C'costs. 
The output being oscillatory has advantages, as far as 
measurement is concerned)  over the constant fora of 
output obtained in the more conventional type of gyro— 
-- 
210 	ii Pork 
In te tuning fork 9 when used as a vibratory 
rate gyroscope the tines are generally excited at their 
natural frequency of bending by electrornagnets. 	The 
energy input has therefore to compensate only for the 
loss due to damping within the system. 	When a rotation 
is :pplied to the stern of the inatriinentthe combination 
of this rotation sad the radial velocity of the tines 
produces Coriolis forces on the tines, a torque thereby 
being applied to the torsional stei. 	To obtain 
iraumn reaponse tilC natural frequency of the torsional 
system is anda equal to the bending natural freqaancy of 
the tines. 
Exerimeital work carried out by previous 
authors detected a cyclic variation in the bending 
natural frequency of the tines as the tuning fork was 
orientated in the gravitational field 	Due to this 
variation; the tuning of the bending frequency to the 
torsional natural frequency of the stern cannot be 
established and the response is correspondingly 
reduced 	This effect was considered by those authors 
to be the greatest source of uncertainty in the 
iistrujnat. 	An analysis of a possible source of this 
variation is therefore discussed in detail in the 
following paragraphs. 
2.1 	Gravitational Effects 
,c/ S. 7 
By considering the tines as cantilevers fixed 
rigidly to the heel of the fork (Fig.2) 9 the bending 
natural frecju.ericy of the tines can be evaluated by the 
Rayleigh method. 	As the basis of this calculation 
the shape of the tine durinb vibration mast be assumed; 
in this case a quarter cosine wave has the requisite 
properties i.e. horizontal atx= 0 and having no 
curvature or bending moment at= L. 
(1) 
With this assumption the maximum potential 
and kinetic energies are calculated and equated to give 
the frequency of vibration. 	The maximum potential 
energy of bending occurs when the tine reaches its 
maximum deflected form and can be evaluated from the 
characteristic equation:- 
Potential Energy = V  
d 
there E and I are respectively Young's Modulus of 
Elasticity and Moment of Inertia, in bending of the tine. 
WC 
Br the thtituti-ofl of equation (i) into 
equation (2) the maximum potential energy ie found to 
be.,- 
7r4 5-1 2 
vG4 
(3) 
The madu1um kinetic energy occurs when the 
tine is in the mid position and can be found from:- 
Maximum Kinetic Energy = T 	 (4) 
where & is the weight per unit length of the tine 
material and p 	is the frequency of vibration. 
Substituting equation (1) into equation (4) 
gives the maximum kinetic energy as;- 
(5) 
By equting equations (3) and (5) an approxiiaate 
expression for the frquency of vibration can be 
found for the tine considered as a cantilever vibrating 
under the action of its own mass per unit length. 
As a part of the electrostatic drive system. 
the instrument under consideration had masses attached 
to the end of the tines. 	The potential energy of the 
tine is not affected by tilS addition of this mass but 
since the amplitude of the end of the tine is 	the 
kinetic energy is increased by-L 	
where VI is 
the weight of the end aass. 
-8- 
The total kinetic energy is therefore 
T = 	 () 




This expression holds good for the 
condition when the tines are lying 
in the horizontal plane, i.e. when 
= 0. 	As the fork is orientated 
in th gravitational field, the mass 
(7) 
of the tine material and the end 	F/ 3 
loads cause axial forces to be impressed on the tines 
in addition to those previously considered. 	The 
potential energy of the tines is therefore increased 
or decreased depending upon whether the axial forces 
e tnsii 	<z) or comDressiveoe)When 
equals zero or 71 corresponding to the tine lying in 
the horizontal position, the axial forces are zero 
and eçuntion (7) can be used to obtain the bending 
natural frequency. 
Timoslienko (Reference 1) shows that The 
changes in potential energy due to the axial load 
effect of the end mass and tine material are 
respectively- 	 z 










By substituting the derivative of equation (1) 
in equations (8) and (9) and then integrating between 





and 	 = - oyo (71- 2~-- (/) 
The total potential energy of the tine, tlierefore, from 
equations (3), (II) and (12) becomes:— 
_____ 
[Wy2 iof 	 3) 
V 	 L 
Equations (6) and (13) are then equted to give the 
frequency equation:- 
7/- 2 	 a 	 7TZ )f .5 117 
_____ 	 fL(4f] 
Jp = 
The experimental instrument, in which this 
variation in tine frequency was observed, had the 
following approximate characteristics:— 
E = 2 x 10 	dynes/cm 
I= 142x2x04 cjn 
= 57 ow. 
W = 3465 gas. 
= 6.16 /OLfl. 
By substituting the above numerical values 
in equa -tion (14) the bending natural frequency can be 
obtained. 
. 	= 
p = 	 ]2 	7f 
The riiaxiwurn effect due to gravity occurs 
whei. the fork is in either of its vertical positions, 
i.e. when 	 and 	=±/ 	By expand- 
ing eupiation (16) from the Binomial Theorem., the 
frequency 	can be expressed as;-- 
- 	
± 	 (/7) 
Eciu.atiorl (17) shows that there is approx-
iuiat y +1375 parts per uiullion sinusoidal 
variation in the tii'e bending freuuency due to the 
orientation of the tuning fork in the gravitational 
field. 	The instrument , in which previous authors 
detects d this van ation gave an experinentul value 
Of +15 parts per million. 	Tiie approximate nature 
of the dimensions given does not allow correlation 
of the experiaientai frecjuency of 394 C.p.S. and the 
cujealated result of 45 c.ps. but t1ie xieness of 
the experimental mad theoretical frequency change 
shows that the above analysis indicates a possible 
explanation of this troublesome phenomenon. 
-11- 
- 3.(•_ 	Torsion 
The torsion gyro, which foms the main part 
of this tent, is in its early development ond only a 
few of the main characteristics could be investigated 
during The current research period. 	Ls this is an 
entirely new type of instrument, some of these 
characteristics must take the form of a design study 
rather than a more full investigation of its possible 
applications. 	The configuration of the instrument, 
as discussed earlier and illustrated in figure 1, is 
similar to t.ie in-re conventional type of gyroscope with 
the exception that there are no bearings and the 'rotor 
instead of spinning at a high velocity, oscillates 
torsionLy bout Tha roto' shafts. 
One of the principal difficulties experienced 
with the timing fork is the accurate manufacture of the 
tines. 	This, to a great extent, is overcome in the 
torsion gyro as the 'rotor',being a solid of revolution, 
can be more accuaely manufactured than the tines of 
tietuning forn. 	'-dso a balancing out procedure, as 
1LLaotr.teo. inCa Ler -. 5 can be carried out 
relativelY easily on tho 'rotor' of this instrument. 
The 'rotor' :-'so gives a well defined plane of vibration 
as dopared to the plane of vibration of the tines of 
the tuning form, which depend upon the relative stiff-
ness of the tine in its plane of vibration and the 
-12- 
plane at right angles to it. 	The gravitational effects 
occurring in the tuning fork said discussed in the 
previous chapter are not incurred in the torsion gyro. 
The method of exciting the 'rotor' of the 
torsion gyro is one of the major disadvantages of this 
trpe of instrumet and compares unfavourably with the 
electromagnetic or electrostatic drive euiployeci to 
oscillate the tines of the tuning fork. 
The remainder of this text is concerned with 
the analysis of some of the aspects of the torsion gyro. 
3.1 Ljj~~1_yqLs of the Bala-aced 
'Q 
,:2)Q 7',0//7- 4X/3. 
Figures 1 and 5 illustrate the arrangement 
of the torsion gyro. 	The rotor is free to oscillate 
about its axis o while the gimbal in which the rotor 
shafts are mounted can oscillate about tIle output axis 
o. 	The output shafts are mounted on the frame of 
the instrument ,about which, the input signal is applied. 
The rotor is vibrated by inducing a magnetic 
flux to flow between two mole pieces niowited on the 
gimbal, at the rotor periphery (?ig.l). 	Near 	the 
periphery of the rotor, conductors are inserted 
parallel to the axis of the rotor shafts. 	fn 
alternating current is applied to those conductors 
to give the torsionl oscillation of the rotor. 
When a rate of turn signal is applied to the 
base of the instrument, the combination of this input 
and the sinusoidal momentua induces Coriolis forces on 
the rotor, acting at right angles to the rotor and 
input axes. 	These Coriolis forces therefore develop 
a torque which varies at the frequency of the rotor 
velocity, thereby giving, via the output shafts, a 
torsional output to the giibal system. 
To obtain the maximum response possible from 
the system s the freqp.ency of the rotor oscillations is 
made equal to the undamped natural frequency of both 
the rotor and gimbal systems oscillating about their 
torsional shafts. 
In this idealized system, it is assumed 
that the instrument is symmetrical about the rotor 
and output gimbal axes, the two axes of symmetry 
intersecting at the centre of the rotor. 	The 	two 
systems oscillate entirely about their raspective 
axes. 	It is further assumed that the bending 
frequencies of f the rotor mounted in the gimbal, and 
the gimbal mounted within the frame, are not within 
the range of the operating torsional frequency. 
Figure 5 shows a diagrammatic arrongeaent 
of the torsion gyro. 	The orthogonal axes oYZ are 
principal axes considered attached to the base of the 
instrument and 	are also principal axes attached 
to the gimbal. OX'IZ coincides with 	when 
the torsional output of the gimbal is zero. 	aonsider 
the rotor (') and output () oscillations to be 
small and fjA2, and iZ to be unit vectors along the 
respective orthogonal axes 02<YZ and c,y. 
With an input velocity c7_ applied to the 
instrument it can be seen, by rasolving angular 
velocities about their orthogonal axes, that:—
Instrument angular velocityQ=12,ir-CL3 
Gimbal angular velocity = 	 (fl )7 32 g) k 
Rotor angular velocity 	 / 
A, B and C refer to the principal moments 
of inertia of the system about the orthogonal axes 
which, when included with the subscripts 'i' and 'o', 
refer only to the inner rotor and outer gimbal system 
respectively. 	Whie angular momentum of the rotor aid 
gimbal systems about the a773 axes can be expressed as:— 
=,~(~)f+  
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Prom tb.e angular momentum equation the torque 
about the r-axis can be expressed in terms of the 
angular momentum and angular velocities of the rotating 
axes. 	This torque can also be equated as the sum of 
the damping and spring torques provided that the 
inertia of the output shafts is small compared to the 
inertia of the gimbal. 
= - 	 (20) 
177 and 4. are the components of anguLr 
nionientuin, expressed in equation (19), about the 
and 5 axis, 1c'.and 6o, are the components of the 
gimbal angular velocity, expressed in equation (13) 
and 	are the viscous damping and stiffness 
co-efficients of the gimbal system about the output 
z-axis. 	Equation (20) can therefore be expressed as:- 
-a3 = 
_n3 0) 
On re-arrangement equation (21) becomes:- 
_7-cY23) ~ 
This equation is non-linear and has therefore no 
formal solution, 	1ith the range of parameters used 
for this instrument the 	 and 
are very much smaller than the shaft stiff-
ness torque %& and can therefore be neglected from 
the equation. 	Since the output & is smell the 
equation can be linearized by neglecting 
as this is a second order quantity in 
Equation (22) can therefore be expressed as 
the more general linear euation,having several forcing 
functions. 
- c ) fl2 fl3 -4 	- 	 3 
This ec1untion shows that the instrument is sensitive to 
input rates of turn applied about rotor and output axis 
as well as the rate of turn axis Y . 	However, with a 
constant rate of turn signal applied to the instrument, 
the forcing function AfL, will be zero and the forcing 
funCbiofl (. _c-) 	Q 3 will give a solution of constant 
output. 	With a pick—up sensitive only to a&-i 
oscillatory motion this output can be neglected leaving 
only the output from the forcing function which is 
proportional to the oscillatory input. 
Equation (23)  can, therefore, for this 
constant input rate of turn, be expressed as 
l++_I 	=—'-C2 	 () 
Wi tli -' 	t this e qua-ti on bee om e s the familIar 
econd order forced vibration equation with a solution 
containing the complementary function for the free 
vibration and the particular integral for the forced 
vibrtion. 	The free vibration solution rapidly 
approaches zero and the steady state solution 
remains, giving:— 
AJz 	) ( ) z 	
25 
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vfl reipresenta the undaLnped natliral frequency 
equal to/~$Aand 	is the forcing frequency of the 
system. 	The phase angle 	equal to 
determines the phase of the output relative to the 
rotor mplitude 	 Equation (25) can be 
stated in its non dimensional form by substituting 
the frequency ratio equal to % and d the damping 
ratio equal to (;r/ , where C, is the critical 
damping coefficient equal to 	..4&.,7 
(2) 
The maximum response of the system occurs 
when the forcing frequency equals the undamped natural 
frequency, i.e. the frequency ratio is equal to unity, 
this condition being referred to as the tuned 
resonant condition. 
This gives the solution:- 
- 	 727 
2A4c/ 
This solution shows that the response of the system is 
proportional to the rotor amplitude 	, the applied 
rate of turn Q and the inertia ratio 	and inversely 
proportional to the damping coefficient c/ and the 
torsional frequency 	. 	The phase of the output 
at this tuned resonant condition, is the same as that 
of the sinusoidal rotor oscillation for a positive 
rate of turn, and 1800 out of phase for negative rates 
-18- 
of turn. 	The direction of rota-don as well as the 
magnitude of the input rate of tuna being determined 
by this equation. 	71ith a constant rate of turn it 
can be seen that the instrument is sensitive only to 
rates o tuna applied about th Input axis. 
3.2 	Re 	e to Sinusoidal Inputs 
The response to a step function and a 
sinusoidal input, form two of the basic tests carried 
out on a rate of turn gyroscope which is to be included 
as part of a servo-systn. 	The fomeris discussed in 
paragraph 3.3, whilst the latter is analysed in this 
present section. 
Assume a sinusoidal input S2=_C2zLis 
applied to the system. 	Where 	is the maximum 
velocti-Y and..1 is the frequency of the applied, input, 
this input can be resolved about the orthogonal axes 
By substitution in equation (23) of the previous 
paragraph, equation (23) can be obtained. 
5,; 	 'C7_ 	 _(r) 
Which, on rearrangement bacomes,.- 
	
It 	Cv- I 	
z 
e52 eq - 1~9 = 	 / Co ZL 
(s-c) 12 
A 	2 3 
Expanding equation (29) to obtain:- 
-(o 
	
Cop 	+ 	- 	 (3 ô) 
As equation (30) is a linear equation with constant 
coefficients, the forcing terms which are constant 
can be eliminated by pick-ups recording only 
sinusoidal outputs. 
The solution to equation (30) can be 
found by summing the individual solutions obtained 
by using each of the forcing terms independently. 
The steady state solution, neglecting constant 











Consider the two limiting cases:- 
When the input frequency1 is equal 
to the rotor forcing frequency. 
Then the input frequency is very much 
less than the rotor forcing frequency. 
-20- 
The rotor frequency is itself equal to the uadaipe d 
natural frequency W, . 	The second case is more 
general for a conventional servo-systai. 
be Co 1C 
a - (1) \7ith1 ' the solution to equation (31) 
- * 	- 	- 
(32) 
(3JZ 	z7)2/ 
By neglecting constant output terms and 3ubstituting 
the non dimensional daeiping coefficient 	 it 
can be seen that for d'<</ ('i?/)ia very much greeterr 
than 	 The latter term can therefore be 
neg1ectd in the denominator of equation (32) to give 
an output of the form:- 
_() 
Substituting for 	and ' gives:- 
]c /+1) 
With the rate of turn considered to be applied 
predominately about the input axis i.e 	2,'and 
(73 equation (34) reduces to:- 
c 	
() 
Equation (35) shovs that a sinusoidal input applied 
to the instrument gives an output proportional to 
-21- 
but at twice the frequency of,the input sigiiai. 
The response, as can be seen from the comparison of 
equations (27) and (35), is very much less than that 
obtained with the constant input discussed in the 
previous chapter. 	Equation (27) contains in the 
denominator the non-dimensional denping factor 61 
which, being very much smaller than unity, provides 
a higher. response from the constant input than from 
the sinusoidal input. 
(ii) With 	the steady state solution 
of equation (31) then becomes 
(3(;) 
c(, 3 ) 	-  
/ 
where the phase angles 	1 - 	c/and 
With the range of parameters encountered in 
the torsion gyro it can be reasonably assuned that, 
with 	and c/J , the phase 	g1as'andLi4 
are each equal to zero and wwil1 be far greater than 
/ t?/a 	By combining the outputs proportional to 
and substituting values for ,' and the phase angle itt' 
equation (36) can be reduced to, 
- 	(2 	 - 
2A / 
4 L (37) 
-22 
A 	in the 	j 	 i s asd that  
the input is eppiied predorainately about the 	—axis 
therefore, the term 	 '42 coa be 
neglected. 	The second term 	t nay give an 
appreciable output, dependin upon the aiplitude of 
the input angular velocity component acting along the 
output axis. 	However, this may also be neglected 
provided that C2,' is equal to zero. 
The output proportional to the component 
of the rate of turn agnal acting about the input axis 
constitutes a response at the forcing frequency 
which as shown in figure 6, is in itself modulated at 
the input frçuency; 
The peak value of the output is proportional 
to the naxinum value of the sinusoidal input and 
compares with the output obtained from a constant 
input previously discussed in paragraph 3.1. 	The 
ratio of peak output from a sinusoidal and constant 
input is 	. 	This ratio is equal to unity wheil 
is zero as tilS sinusoid,--1 input is then reduced to 
a constant input. 
-23- 
3. 3 	Effect of Tratisient ;~ 
The effect of the transient response is 
investigated here by consderiig the characteristics 
of the system when the input is claDia6ed,by a step 
functionfrojn a constant applied rate of turn -(2- to 
some ii w value 
Until the steady state solution corrspond—
ing to the input Q' is reachsd the output will not 
be representative of the applied rate of tarn. 	The 
instrument must therefore be considered inoperative 
during this transiat zone. 	The inoperative time is, 
calculated by matching th steady state solution 
obtained with the initial rate of tarn S2 applied 
and the complete solution which includes The transient 
as well as the steady state solution for the final rate 
of turn D 
A/ 7 
-24— 
Figure 7 shows , and 9. as the steady state solutions 
from equation (25) corresponding to the applied rates 
of turn -Q- and -c2-. 	At time 	the step input is 
applied to give the equivalent output from the new 
rate of turn Q the time thereafter being considered 
from Z = 0. 	This output is obtained by summing both 
the complementary function and the particular integral 
of the differential equation (24). 
i.e. 
Y5;fr2± 
CCO 	 () 
Al( 	- w z) Z (- ) 
2- / 
,Xand ( are constants to be determined from 
initial conditions. 
undanped natural frequency 
- 
damped natural frequency. 
The steady state solution corresponding to 
the rate of tun, R JLS,frOm equation (25) equal to:- 
- 	WL c(wt—) 	 (39) 
As discussed previously, to obtain maximum response, 
the system is operated at its tuned resonant condition,  
i.e. 	. 	Eations (33) and (39) therefore 
reduce to:— o:—
an d 	 t 
where - 	and  
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At the commencement of the step inpu.t i.e. 
when 	4 for the initial solution and ofor the 
final solution, the velocities and displac€meflts of 
the system must be equal. 	Equations (40) and (41) 
and their derivatives con therefore be equated to 
give an explicit solution to equation (40). 
With ==6 
=x 	 (42) 
and with 
C 	= 	x + 
Equation (42) is substituted into equation (3) to 
obtain '1 
i.e.y 	w4I 	 -T2  
Giving as a solution to equation (40). 
'02 	~71 t, c 	 c & 	 w4 , - 
By selecting the time 4 to correspond to the time 
when 	 _ 	 and 	= -- a simpler solution 
is obtoined. 
TO 
Theoretically the time for the trciisieiit 
response to become zero is infinite but the effect 
of the exponential decay factor J' on amplitude 
diainished with time. 	It can b. assumed that the 
complete solution will be considered to be numerically 
-26- 
equal to the steady state solution when their ratio 
reaches some value ,' for an increase and ,çi, for a 
decrease in rate of turn. 	If Z is the ratio of 
the final to tie initial rate of turn + or - implying  
that the final and initial rate of turn are in the 
same and opposite directions respectively, the previous 
statement can be expressed as- 
r 	> / 	 /9 
	
z j 	/ / 	5d/ 	/ 	 J 
For the increased rate of turn case q equation (47) 
becomes :- 
-7- A4 
Tith the range of parameters encountered in 
the present torsion gyro the damped and undamped 
natural frequencies can be considered to be numerically 
equal. 	However, after a sufficient number of cycles 
the phase change between those two frequencies could 
be considerable. 	The time required for the transient 
response to reduce by a given amount depends upon 
amplitude and any phase change can be neglected. 
quation (48) then reduces to:- 
giving for Z>/ 
CorrespondifllY for zj 
(2 
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With a realistic value of 6 - 0.92, Figure 3 shows 
from ecjuations (50)and (si), the vxiation in the 
time reciuired for the output to be within i (solid 
curves) and 10% (dotted curves) of the steady state 
output pertaining to the final rate of turn--C2'- 
The 
urn_c'
e step function which gives no inoperative 
time due to the transient condition can, for positive 
values of Z , be found from ecjuatiofls (50) and (5J-). 
This occurs when the value of the number with,rrbhe 
scjuare brackets is egual to unity, giving, the 
condition that = 0 when Z 
For values of z between - andthere is 01 	a7. 
no inoperative time. 	This can be seen from the 
physical sense, because the step functions between 
these limits do not increase the final steady state 
solution beyond the tolerances of K) 
For large values of Z the curves are seen 
to be asymptotes to a constant interval of time. 
In this case ecivations (50) and (si) become 
independent of Z and the time for the transient  
response to be considered negligible can then be 
simplified to: 
() 
The condition when the final rate of turn 
approaches zero (i.e. z-o) can be seen to give a 
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sensitivity of the instruui.entation will not record 
ouputs below a certain value. 
The consequences of this delay in recording 
changes in input could be a serious limitation on this 
instrument as a rate of turn indicator. 	Arrangements 
to overcome this difficulty either by increasing the 
frec1uency or damping are impracticable due to other 
consid erati one. 
-29- 
I 
4.0 Tor5iony Qt . 
Iuiy foru of enbalance in the system,whi-ch 
induces a torque about the out:ut exis,imposes limitations 
on the sensitivity and reliability of -the instrument. 
Unbalance within the system can produce output signals 
either in-phass or 900 out of phase with the applied 
rate of turn signal. 	It is the out of ph se signals 
which era considered to have the most detrinej.taiL effect 
upon the snisit1vity of the instrument. 	This can be 
seen from figurePaga), where the in-phase sials 
merely shift the intereection of the output and rate of 
turn axis, whereas, tne oeu of phase signals alter the 
output/rate of turn relationship. 
The principal forms of unbalance in this systm 
which cause tno out of pnase signals are, the tilting of 
the rotor axis relative to the output axis and an 
unbarred mass attached to the rotor. 	These effects 
can be produced by errors in manufacture,or in the case 
of the unbalanced mass, by the lack of homogenity in the 
rotor material. 	The in-phase, unbalanced signals can 
be caused in this present system by misali6xinant of the 
conductors inserted at the periphery of the rotor or, to 
a lesser extent,bY the reaction torque developed as a 
result of' the tilt of the rotor axis relative to the 
oup11+ &d.e. 
The output obt:ind from an applied rts of 
-30- 
turn is in-phase with the reference rotor drive signal 
Et the tuned resonant condition. 	It would appear, 
therefor, that the signals due to unbalance which are 
not in-phase with the rate of turn signal could be 
neglected by measurii1, the output from the system by 
a phase-sensitive voltmeter, thereby recording OiLLy 
the in-phase signals. 	However, to achieve uuimuri 
se1sitiVrLy, the system is operated at the coupled 
resonant condition. 	Phase of the output relative to 
the refereace rotor arive signal can not be relied 
upon, both from the co.siderations of the small drift 
from the resonant freçn uecy during operation and the 
condition discussed on page (s'), where it is shown that 
the tuned resonant condition can never be achieved 
with unbalance present. 	suitable servomechanism 
could b designed to maintain this phase shift to 
within a few degres. 
The present investigation is concerned with 
the effects of imbalance in the system which appear 
as constant outputs. 	Rate of turn signals smaller 
than the out of phase imbalance signals can not be 
detcted and provision must be made to reduce these 
to an ab8olute minimum. 
Ti1C remainder of this chapter discusses each 
of the effects of unbalance separately and some of the 
aspects arising out of them. 
-31- 




Figure 9 shows a diagrammatic arrangement of the 
instrument with the rotor axis tilted towards the 
output axis. The orthogonal axes QXYZ are considered 
attached to the base of the instrument, Oxyi, to the 
gimbal and 	to the rotor. 	 coincides with 
CXYZ and 	when the output amplitude 67 and the 
angle of tilt E are respectively equal to zero. 
Assume as a first approximation that the rate of turn 
is applied about input Y-axis and the outer gimbal 
system is constrained to oscillate torsionally about 
the x -output axis only. This can be achieved by 
ensuring that a bending natural frequency of the 
system does not lie within the operating torsional 
freque3y range and that the gimbals are of rigid 
construction. 	By considering o ,0'aid to be small 
displacements the angular velocities of the system 
can be resolved as:- 
-32- 
Instrument angular v.ocityQ 
Gimbal angular velocity 	 cJ a- 
Rotor angular v1ocity / 
3) 
+e) *I 
whereT is a unit vector along the QY axis and j,  A 
and 	are unit vectors along the respective 
and 	orthogonal axes. With A 9 B and C referring 
to the moments of inertia of the system about the 
orthogonal axes, which 9 when included with the subscripts 
and. ' refer only to the inner rotor and outer gimbal 
system respectively. 
	
The rotor angular momentum about the 0 	axes, 
can be expressed as:- 
() 
From the angular monientun oquations,the torque about the 
X-axis can be indicated in terms of the rotor angular 
moLnentua and angular velocity of the rotating c7. - y axs 
(55-) 
Where j,  h andh are the components of the angular 
momentum expressed in equation (54) about the 	and 
a..,-es and 	and w, are comonQnts of the gimbal 
angular velocity expressed in equation (53). 	With a 
constant rate of turn (IL) applied about the oY axis 
(i.e. a 	o ) the torque about the x-axis due to the 
inertia of the inner system can be found by substituting 





The torcue, due to the inertia of the imbaJ- 
or outer system, can also be found by these equations:- 
7; - ,,Z 0 -- ( - c- 112 z&) 
	
(-7) 
By combining equations (56) and (57)9 the total torque 
about the output pc-axis can be obtained and equated to 
the sum of the damping and spring torques. 
_[4 c 2J 	 c)41J& 
(a 
there . and (. are the stiffness and damping 
co-efficients of the gimbal system about the output 
-axis. 	By neglecting second order effects and 
eliminating small terms, 	 and 
equation (53) reduces to:- 
iAr 	 - 
Equation (59) is, with the exception of the first term 
of the right hand side, the same as equation (24) 
which was derived for the balanced syst. 	This shows 
that the effect of this unbalanea is to produce an 
additional forcing term,  proportional to the component 
of the inertia of the rotor about the output axis. 
With constant co-efficients and a sinusoidal input 
, the steady state solution to equation (59) 
becomes;- 
2 	2 






60, represents the undamped natural frecjueiicy 
of the gimbal system about the output shafts and 
is the forcing frequency of the systeui 	The phase 
angie 	equal to tan-' 	 determines the phase 
of tii output relative to the rotor amplitude 
o/1 c.ft 
Equation (60) can be expressed in its non- 
dimensional fora by substitutin 	the frequency 
ratio equal to 
I'Al
-I f7 and 	the damping ratio equal 
to /C' 
40 / 
It can be seen from equation (61) that the 
output s induced by the tilt of the rotor axis, is 
0 
90 out of phase with the output obtained from an 
applied rate of turn LZ 
4.2 	Unbalanced Mass Attached to the 'Rotor' 
11. \( 	IA/D/17 
Figure (10) shows the diagrauiatic arrsnge:ient of the 
-35- 
instrument with the orthogonal axes ()XYZand 
considered attached to the base of the instrument and 
the gimbal respectively. 	As in the previous case, 
these two orthogonal axes are concurrent when the 
output oscillation 62 is zero. 	An unbalanced mass 
is considered to be attached to the rotor at an angle 
from the 	plane and displaced by a distance 
b from the 	axis. This unbalanced mass represents 
the effect produced by small manufacturing errors or 
the lack of homogenity in the 'rotor' material, which 
will locate the unbalance mass at any point within the 
rotor. 
As in the previous case, it is assumed that 
the rate of turn is applied about the Y -axis and the 
outer gimbal system oscillates in torsion about the 
x-outpu.t axis only. 
By considering and to be small angular 
displacements, the angular velocities about the 
orthogonal axes can be resolved, as in Chapter 3.1, 
for the system without the unbalance mass. 
i.e. Instrument angular velocity.Q= 
Gimbal angular velocity 	 ftJ-XL 	z) 
Rotor angular velocity  
These angular velocities, together with the inertia of 
the system, give from the angular momentum equations, 
a torque about thex-output axis. 
() 
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The un.b LaceIrass also gives a torque about 
this axis, which, from D'aaniberts principle, is equal 
to the Product of its mass and its acceleration about 
the -axis. 	This acceleration can be resolved into 
its 	components, 
= 	-q) 
where ,,x is the torque about the -sxis due to the 
unbalanced mass and nq is the unbalanced mass. 	The 
co-ordinates of the mass are 	and end the acce]era- 
tiois of the mass about these co-ordinates are 
and 1. 
The total torque about the .--axis can then 
be found by summing equations (63) and (64) 	This 
torque can also be equated to the sum of the spring 
and damping torques about the output shafts, 
=-- 	 6-) 
where, neglecting out of balance effects, , j and 
refer to the angular momentum about the 	and-_ 
5X3 G 
Consider A, B and C to be the inertias of 
the balanced system about the 2, 	and 	axes, which, 
when included with the subscript 'refers to the 
inner rotor system only. 	Assume the 	and axes 
to be principal axes for the balanced system, then 
the components of the angular momentum about the 
and 	axes are;- 
	
1 	 / 	 () 
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where w  al 	,and ztlj are the components of the angular 
rotation of the orthogonal axes 	Equation (65) 
can therefore be expanded by substituting equations (64) 
and (66) 
(7) 
In a practical system 	will be very niucki greater 
The latter can therefore be neglected 
to give;— 
The torque 7 due to the unbalanced mass is evaluated 
from equation (64), the displacements along the x,1and 
axes being;— 
radius of unbalanced mass about the o,5 axis 
A = 	
= rotational displacement of tie mass 
about the 	axis 
= mean displacement 
c 	additional dispiacemnt due to the iaut 
0 cill E1310fl3 
h displacement of mass from the plane. 
It can be shown that the absolute velocities end 
accelerations of a moving point are;— 
XX 	 a) 
I 
By considering a constant applied rate of turnil, i.e. 
the torque, due to this unbalanced mass, becomes 
from equations (64), (69) and (70);- 
x -12 
+ \2 r] 	 (7/) 
By neglecting second order terms and cz.1iminating suaJ1 
teras 	 ) equation (71) can be 
simplified and substituted into equation (68) to give:- 
-M t 5i 	
2 + 
	 (72) 
where 4'— 	4 2 2- 
La. A' is the sum of the inertia of the balanced 
system and the inertia of the unbalanced mass (assuming,  
/11 is apjroxiniate1y constant) about the x—axis. 
The steady state solution of equation (72) 
can be found by summing the individual solutions 
obtained by considering the right hand side to be a 
linear equation with constant coefficients and having 
several forcing functions. 
f2i]_  AwJ(7/1) a(2ç7/)' 
 
AJ//_tl)z (2 /)Z 





Equation (73) is given in its non dimensional form 
where ;- h  
u)= a)  operating torsional frequency 
tL, undamped torsional natural frequency 
= frequency rati.o 
0/ = damping ratio 
phase angle 
= phase angle 
iTTith the opsrating frecLu.ency approximately equal to the 
undamnped natural frequency, constant outputs and outputs 
at twice the forcing frequency are negligible compared 
to the output at the forcing frequency. 




iith a moderate unb ancedss in the system 
the output due to the uabalanced mass can than be further 
reduced to;- 
c - ) + 	 17c 
The error signal proportional to the unbalanced mass 
fri can be seen from equation (75) to be g as in the 
previous case, 90 out of phase with the output 
obtained from an applied rate of turn -CL. 
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4.3 Unbalance in the DriKt 	U 
The present experimental instrument has, as 
part of the electro-magnetic drive system, a number of 
conductors placed across the periphery of the rotor. 
Excitation is achieved in a direction at right angles 
to those conductors and to the lines of magnetic flux 
passing through the rotor. 
When the conductors are not aligned 
parallel to the rotor shafts, a torque can be induced 
about axes other than the rotor axis. 	If a 
component of this unbalanced torque acts about the 
output x-axis an error signal is established. 
Pc77722 4X'. 
7/. 
Figure 11 illustrates a section through the 
gimbal s noxm.al to the output -axis. 	A conductor is 
shown set s at an angle -b to the rotor axis and dipla.ced 
by a vertical distance, 
where = a 
	
(7) 
c7 is a constant displacement and 	' is the 
amplitude of the rotor oscillation superimposed uponQ 
The driving force F acts normal to the 
conductor. 	Its amplitude can be derived from the 




where 5 is the flux derisity, / the length of the 
conduc tor and T= Z wzL the current supplied to the 
conductor. 
This force can be resolved into components 
/ and 	parallel to the 	and 	axes respectively. 
The force 	is the normal driving force which develops 
the torque about the rotor axis. 	The force 	is 
displaced by the distance ' from the -axis and there- 
fore develops a torque 	about this axis. 
i.e. 	 2 
./= 	 J 
This torcue will act as a forcing function on the 
outer gimbal system to give a differential equation of 
motion) '±' the form:- 
- 	9ZiOy 51c SL 	 2w71 	(79) 
Since the system is operated at its 
fundamental undamped natural frequency the second 
-42-- 
forcing function of equation (79) can be considered 
negligible compared to the first forcing function. A 
steady state solution to this equation can then be 
obtained, i.e. 
-3L  
where /and c1are the non-dimensional frec±uency and 
damping coefficients and vl is the undamped natural 
frec±aency of the gimbal systea about the output 
shafts. 
It can be seen by comparing equations (26) 
and (30) that this error signal is in phase with the 
output obtained with an applied rate of turn signal- c 2-
This analysis considers only one unbalanced 
conductor. 	The experimei:tal instrument has six 
conductors all of which may have, to a certain extant 
this form of unbalance. 	The resultant of the 
effects from all the unbalanced conductors would have 
to be determined to obtain realistic values due to 
this effect. 	This is experimentally outwith the 
scope of the present work. 	I-Iowever, the variation 
in this signal by altering the distance 	has been 
investigated and the results obtained are shown in 
Chapter /Q. 
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4.4 	Torque Reaction 
As a part of the drive system of this instrument, 
magnets are attached to the gimbal adjacent to the 
periphery of the rotor. 	These magnets, together with 
the conductors placed across the periphery of the rotor, 
cause a torque to be induced in the rotor. A correspond- 
ing reaction torque is therefore applied to the magnets. 
In a 'balanced system this reaction torque has no effect 
upon the output, provided a bonding natural frequency of 
the system does not fall within the range of the 
operating torsional frequency. 	However, with an 
unbalance present, as discussed previously in paragraph 4.1, 
where the rotor axis is tilted with respect to the 
output axis, the applied torque does not act at right 
angles to the output axis. 	A torque can therefore be 
induced about the output x-axis 
"- -f - (oç 
722 £7LJE5 477Nc 	v ,?or,e 	 v 
Figure 12 shows the torques acting on the inner rotor 
44- 
and outer gimbal systeuis 
Ir 
and arc the stiffness 
coefficients and C, end C3  the internal damping 
cofiicienta of the outer and inner systens about their 
axes, 6 is the external damping coefficient of the 
inner systan and is assumed, for the purpose of this 
analysis, to be proportional to the input velocity/ 
The equation of motion of the inner rotor 
system ic therefore 
C2 - 
where C is the momcnt of inertia of the rotor about the 
rotor shafts and 7,7  is the torque induced normal to the 
rotor shft. 
For the outer gimbal system, the reaction 
torques are applied at thb magnets, the stiffness and 
internal damping torques applied to thL., rotor drive 
arc opposed by an equal and opposite torque applied to 
the gimbal at the rotor -,,hafts. 	The equation of 
motion of the outer gimbal system is therefore- 
Ii 	
j - 
Consider the axis tilt to be small and 
substitute the value of 	obtained from eQuation (81) 
in equation (82), then;- 
±= -6 	 13) 
As this analysis is en alternative method to the 
analysis of paragraph 4.1, the first forcing term of 
equation (33) is discussed in this section. 	The 
_-r4 :;_ .' 
second forcing function gives a steady state solution 
coo 40 -  
The symbols of this equation are similar to those 
detailed for equation (61)Q 
It can be seen from equation (84) that the 
signal obtained from this torque reaction creates an 
output,in phase with, but independent of, the applied 
rats of turn -q. 	With the paranetexof the present 
system,tliis unbalanced effect can be considered 
negligible compared to those previously discussed. 
Combined Effects of Unbalance 
The combined effects of the unbalence and 
rate of turn signals are summarized from. equations 
(61), (75), (79) and. (84), to give a peak output of: 
,41  7 
- 	 + 	 (? 
where 	and. "( are the resultant of the in-phase and 
90°  out of phase output signals respectively. 	
With 
the small values of axis tilt and external damping 
coefficients encountered in the present instrument 
the outDut proportional to 16 will be less than an 
equivalent rate of turn of 0.2 r.p.m., which does not 
-46- 
greatly influence the present sYstctil 	However 2 this 
would have to be reduced considerably in a rriore accurate 
instrument. 	The other output in phase with a rate of 
turn signal is entirely due to the drive system and a 
.oaplaceaont of this type of excitation would obviate 
this di1'fic1alty0 
Two of the main forms of unbalance in this 
system are,tho tilt of the rotor axis and the 
unbalanced mass attached to the rotor. 	However, as 
the outputs from these effects are in-phas3 any 
inherent unbalance induced during manufacture could be 
minimized by deliberate imbalance introduced to the 
system. 	In the present instrument difficulty was 
experienced- in diming the rotor shafts procisaly at 
right angles to the output shafts. 	Unbalenced masses 
were therefore added to the face of the rotor to reduce 
the resultant effect of this form of unbalance. Rough 
balance was carried out at an angle of 16 = 0 and 
finer balance carried out with approaching 900 as 
the effectiveness of adding mass at this point is 
coisiderably reduced. 
This procedure 9 together with experimental 




With no applied rate of turn, the bslanoCd 
torsion gyro can be conuidered as two single degre-
of freedom systeLTis, acting about the input and output 
shafts 	Tith mass unbalance or a tilt of the input 
axis, coupling between the two systene can be set up. 
6? 
/. 
Figure 13 shows the accelerations of the unbalanced 
mass due to the rotor and gimbal oscillations. 
These accelerations, together with the unbalanced mass, 
give the torques Z and 7,5 about the and —axis. 
The total torque acting about the z- and 5-axis can 
then be found by adding these torques to the torques 
for the balanced system, i.e. 
-48- 
() 
When operating at the resonant condition the second 
forcing terms of the above equations provide a constant 
output and an output at twice the operating frequency. 
These terms can be neglected compared with the 
iagnitude of the output from the first forcing term. 
By neglecting damping and considering the 




With an unbalance due to axis tilt similar equations 
to (91) and (92) can be obtained from the analysis of 
4.1 -c  47 - 	 6 	- 	 (93) 
1,3 () 
Equations (91) to (94) can than be compounded to give:- 
where 	M- '4 
= gimbal undamped natural frequency 
rotor undped natural frequency =J, 
From equations (95) and (96) it can be seen that the  
two systems are independent only vhen a and b are 
equal to zero; that is when the system is in its 
-49- 
balanced state. 
By assuming a sinusoidal output, equations (95) 
and (96) becorne- 
07) 
- yg) 
Equation (97) can be equated to show 
which when substituted in equation (98) gives:- 
U) 
- 
- 4// _ 
With no unbalance present, ie0 a = 'o = 0 9 the equation 
reduces to:- 
/w2_)(w2_,2) 	 (/oo) 
Equation (100) gives two roots, 
2 z 7 
These roots A' and P,ara the 
undauped 
natural frequencies of the gimbal and rotor systems 
respectively. 
olvo equation (99) as a quadratic in 
to obtain:- 
= 	 211— ai) 
For the condition when does not equa1/, 
= 
tro--ijed .b is considered sa saall qusniitY 
—50— i 
0 
Figure 14 shows the variation of&J
2 with the resultant 
unbalance ah0 	The special case of the tuned resonant 
condition where the natural frequencies of both inner 
and outer systems are equal can only be realised when 
the unbalance is zero 
If the system is operated with both the 
undamped natural frequencies equal to 	(ie./>=/' 
equation (102) can be simplified tog— 
______  
With the frequency ratio 	-equation (104) can be 
redueed. to:— 
/= / 	)_ 
By substituting for values of a and b and expanding 





As the angle of tilt 6  is a small term second and 
higher order terms of 6 can be neglected 	The 
values of C, and A for this instrument can be 
substituted to give:- 
When operating at the natural ±'reçuenc'IT of 
either thvi rotor or gimbal system, the response o± 
the other system is reduced unless the two natural 
frequencies have the same value. 	This Cofldi1Oi2 Can 
be seen, from this analysic to occur only when there 
is no coupling and therefore no unbalance within the 
system0 	As the output of the instrunant is dependaLt 
upon the resonss of both the rotor and gimbal systems 
any form of unbalance which causes this coupling 
reduces the output amplitude considerably. 
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CHAPTER 
5 ' 0 kqaLknz  
In t]j.6 analysis previous to this chapter, the 
damping torcjue within the system was assumed to be 
proportional to the velocity of the oscillation the 
coffioient of damping C being assumed constant. 
Durag tests to ascertain the value o this viscous 
damping coefficientit was found that the amplitude did 
not decay during the free vibration tests in the 
logarithmic manner cont,umlated for viscous damping. 
Further dumping tests were therefore carried out to 
establish the relationailip of the dumping coefficient 
to the motion of the system, both for the rotor 
oscillating inside the gimbal and the gimbal oscillating 
within th external frame of the instrument. 
The method us,--.d to determine this rate of 
decay of the oeoiilation.s w.a that of tue free torsional 
OSCilIatiOflEi in whio]a the system was oscillated at a 
given amplitude and then released. 	The decay of the 
amplitude was thee. measured by either a variable 
capacitance or inductance type proximity gauge. 	Tile 
resaJaGJalg signal, after passin through a frequency 
modulated circuit produced a trace of the amplitude on 
an oscilloscope. 	By means of an oscilloscope camera 
having a motor capabe of passing the film at a pre—
determined speed through the camera, the amplitude of 
the decaying oscillation,with respect to time, can. be  
__) 
ascertained. 
Pigure (15)  shows an example of the trace 
obtained, 	The initial amplitude of the vibration was 
varied over the stress raiige encountered during normal 
operation of the iistruienl and the damping relationship 
thereby evaluated. 	The initial amplitude of vibration 
was obtained by using two methods, first1yth.rough 
oscillating the system with its normal exciting system 
andsecondly,by means of a mechanical vibrator 
oscillating at the resonant frequency of the system. 
The ineohaiic1 vibrator was applied at various points 
of the frame to oscillate the gimbal system about the 
output shafts end the rotor about its shafts. 	Tne 
point of application was selected to oscillate the 
system under consideration in torsion only. 	This 
test was crrieci out for various amplitudes and it was 
found that tiiC damping corresponding to a givsn 
amplitude was oonstantregardlese of whether this was 
the initial amplitude or the amplitude obtained during 
a decaying oscillation. 
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i -easuremei-)t  
In the ideal linear free vibrating system of 
one degree of fredoa the differential qaatiofl of 
motion can be expressed as:- 
- c4 -i-46' - 
The form of the solution of this equation depends upon 
/3. 	AEEE V/RE,47,O,V L7.QM'P/u1/- C 122 LIE ,LOE IJ72 5 YS75 
F/6. ,'. 	 wgeqr,€,,i DJI2P/,v- cd2U5 wiril jjjiDJegD 	GN,Sft 
72Q 	<5 7TV2. 
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the value of C, the coefficient of viscous daaiing 9 to 
the other coastants of the systea. 	For suall damping  
as encoanterd within the ireses.t systa i.e. when 
/ 	Z 
- 	 cher is a decay1ii oscillation of 
circolar frscucy 	 - 
where 	 = undamped natural freuency 
A TA 
The solution of eQuation (be) is then of the form- 
- 
where A and - are arbitrary constants depending 
upon the initial conditions. 
Figure (1'7) shows g as a function of time. 	The 
amplitude decreases by a definite IDercentage each 
cycle and the natural logarithm of the ratio of two 
successive amplitudes is called the logarithmic 
decrement 
i.e. 	 or for an interval 
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of 'a cycles  7e 	 (I/o 
For small damping 	,,--./ 	The non-dimensional 
damping coefficient d can then be expressed as.- 
z 	e 	 - 
The photographic traces over a wide range of initial 
amplitudes of the decaying oscillation were enlared 
and the values of the decrement evaluated for small 
periods of time. 	The relationship of amplitude to 
damping was therefore obtained over the operating 
range of the instrument. 	A large number of points 
were tabulated and for the outer systemtiie dotted 
lines of Figure (18)9 show the limit of scatter of the 
experimentally obtainad damping coefficients. 	A 
straight line could be drawn through the mean values 
of these resultsgiving an equation relating the non-
dimensional damping coofficint to amplitude- 
± 	75- y 
This relationship is in close agreeuent with similar 
tests carried out by numerous authors. 	Sumner and 
Entwistle Referece 7) have graphs eimilar to 
figure (18) drawn for a mild steel speciLLlen. 
Measurement of damping was,in their case obtained by 
measuring the energy supplied to the syste m to 
maintain it in oscillation. 	The ratio of this 
energy to the total energy of the system per cycle 
is a measure of the damping capacity. 	At the 
- 	
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resonant condition the cnery input per cycle to an 
oscillating system is 	 and the total energy 
equal to thu maximum strain energy is z 	The 
fractionaL energy lose can then be evaluated in terms 
of thu logarithmic decrement used in the present 
damping tests e.g. 
7TC 	 F1 	~ 2X 	 (/3) 
Pigur; (18) and the rusults of Refereca (7) 
for mild steel can be compared by the above relation-- - 
ship and for the range of stress encountered the 
values are comparable. 	Tac slope of the latter is 
greater but this is to be expected, as the mild steel 
used in Sumner & Entwietle's tests was in the annealed 
condition, whereas, the present test instrument could 
be expected to have considerable internal stress due 
to machining operations. 
Reference (7) also shows the effect of 
magnetizing the specimen and it can be seen that this 
reduces the damping capacity considerably. 	This 
reduction in dumping can be visualized from the 
consiafation of domain theory. 	In the demagnetized 
state, the ferromagnetic material has the preferred 
direction of its domains lying with a random 
distribut±on,mahiflg the resultant magnetization zero. 
During oscillation the movement of the domains due to 
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this random distributionCrC;atOS internal damping. 
In the magnetized, or 'domain aligrinient' state, the 
domains are held in alignment along the magnetic 
is and thereby create less damping due to the 
reduction of internal friction. 
Tests were carried out to establish the 
effect of magnetization on the present instrument. 
ue procedure adopted was to pass a magnetic flux 
through the outer shafts by an electro-magnet, coupled 
to the supports of the instrument. 	The fl= thereby 
passed through tile outei shafts and gimbal, excitation 
by the systems electro-magnetic drive was not then 
effective. 	A mechanical vibration generator was 
applied to the frame, resonating at the resonant 
frequerlcy of the outer system and the amplitude 
adjusted to lie within the normal operating range of 
the instrument. 	As in the previous tests the 
damping coefficient was evaluated from the free vibration 
decay curve. 	The valu6Ii of the damping coefficients 
obtained from this induced magnetism, as shown on 
figure (16),were considerably less than those obtained 
previously, although not as much a reduction as 
obtained by Sumner end Entwistls, primeriJ-y because of 
the difference in magnitude of the induced magnetization 
used in the two tests. The outstanding feature is that 
tile damping,as well as being reduced, becomes much less 
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dependoat on amplitude with a magnetized specimen. 
Thc preceding damping analysis is concerned 
with the outer gimbal system oray 	Similar tests were 
carried out on the inner system before it was installed 
insid the gimbal srd the non-dimensional damping factor 
was found to be within the region 0'0001. 	When the 
inner system was assembled inside the complete instrument 
it was found that the damping increased and it 
variation with amplitude was found to be different from 
that obtained with the outer system. 	In the inner 
system the damping, as can be s(-,en from figure 9), 
decreased with increasing amplitude. 	This effect was 
due to lectro-magnetiC damping within the exciting 
system and was evident,bocaUSe of the remnant magnetic 
flux, when there was no direct current flowing through 
the circuit. 
5 .2  
From the previous damping tests it can be 
seCil that the damping of both the outer and inner 
oscillating systems vary with the amplitude. 	TTith 
the inner rotor system maintained at a constant 
aaplitud(i, only the variation of dae1piilg in the outer 
system need be considered as having an effect on the 
output of the system. 	This damping coefficient can 
be assumed to be proportional to the output from the 
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syti. 	Th equation of aotion will therefore be 
amtnded by the replaceacilt of the constant dam ping 
coefficient by the relationship 	 where a 
-4 
and b hav the numerical values of 3.75 and 3.75 x 10 
for th present experimental set up. 
2 u 7a 7 ±o 2& 
wher 	= undamped natural frequency 14- 
4 = inertia of gimbal and rotor system 
about output axis 
% 	stiffness of gimbal and rotor system about output axis 
T 	torque due to rate of turn and unbalance 
= forcing frqusncy. 
This differential equation is, with the 
exception of the dniping' term, sini1r to 	eLjuation 	(24) 
i • e. replaces  z c 
Since the a ilpina ter. renains constant for a given 
amplitude, equation (114) can be solved as the linear 
forced vibration equation to give the steady state soiutiDn:- 
9= 	
7e )  
AW 
- 
z) Z [2 (a 	)J 
where Z-2Z; 2 ~Vl 7 
or 	
= 	
/ - 	 8G 	
2 	
__1/2 o) 
To obtain an explicit solution for both aides of 
equation (120) must be squared and rearranged to .*,-ive:- 





By substituting é= 	/oand the values of a and b 
found from the dmping tests (i.e.a = 3.75 
b = 3.75 x 10 	) equation (121) can be simplified 
for the balanced system to.'- 
In the unbalanced system, the in-phase 
unbalanced effects can be neglected as they murely 
shift the intersection of the output and rate of 
turn axes. 	The term/ ±(2ti)7can then be 
substituted for i2 in equation (122) to give, as an 
equivalent axis -tilt, the equation for an unbalanced 
system. 	From Chapter 4.6 (equation 107 ), it can 
be seen that with unbalance present in the system, 
the frequency ratio / can be related to the unbalance 
in the system, 
i.e. / /-z 
By substituting in equation (122) 9 	an equation 
relating output to unbalance and rats of turn can 
be obtained, i.e.:- 	/z - E 
)~





For 	all values of unbalance, i.e. 6-</ this 
equation can, for the parameters of the present 
experimental instrument, be reduced to:- 
3 	 5(3Z7 1 
(0)  
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This is a fourth order caation of the. forn:— 
~ O 	q, 	 = 
The first derivative of this equation shows 
that a change of slope occurs at the value 	0. 
The second derivative shows that this is a miniaium 
value provided cl, , 	 and 	are positive. 	As 
approaches -- 	 the equation becoracs positive, 
illustrating that there must be at least one positive 
root to the equation. 	Descrrts Rule establishes that 
there is only one such positive reel root to equation 
(124). 
Figure (20) shows the effect of the damping 
variation on output, the bending over of the response 
with increasing 61 becomes more pronounced as the 
rotor amplitude increases. 	A point is reached when 
any increase in the input to tile system merely 
compensates for the increase in damping and there is 
consequently no increase in output. 
Q Q'47P/'vc ciy <04/7,04/r 
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CHAPTER 	6 
6.0 Frequency Selection and Sensitivity 
of the Instrument 
6.1 Frequency Selection 
It can be seen from Chapter 4.5 that the 
output from the system, due to the principal forms 
of unbalance, is proportional to the inertia forces 
and is therefore a function of the acceleration of 
the system. 	The output, due to an applied input 
signal, is proportional to the Coriolis forces and 
depends upon the velocity of the system. 	The 
combined output from these two sources can be expressed 
as:- 
where MI is the dynamic magnifier of the system and 
depends upon the frequency ratio and damping coefficient 
of the system, C is the inertia of the rotor about 
the rotor axis. 	'and ~/- represent the velocity and 
acceleration respectively, of the rotor about its axis. 
is the applied rate of turn applied about the input 
axis and e represents the resultant unbalance expressed 
in terms of axis tilt. 
With C ' O(5,flO.)t 	equation (125) can be 
rearranged to give:- 
This equation shows that the combined output is 
-'- 
proportional to/2t(/w67 and the proportion of this 
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attributed to the input signal reduces as the operating 
frequency u is increased. 	To minimize the effects of 
unbalance,it is therefore desirable to use a low 
operating frequency. 
For a system containing no unbalance and 
using displacement type pick-ups,it can be shown that 
to obtain a gain in outwit, an increase in frequency is 
not justified. 	To determine the output available from 
various design parameters a 3"  diameter by 1" thick 
rotor with rotor shafts -- diameter and i-" long was 
used as the basis o comparison. 	This gives a 
torsional natural frequency of approximately 500 cps 
and an output proportional to (c) . 	The ratio of 
the output obtained with this design to that obtained 
with any of the paraiiieters permissable from figure (2a) 
is plott.d in. figure (21). 	This diagram shows that, 
for an instrument of reasonable dimensions, an increase 
in frequency by a factor of 10,inerely gives a gain of 5, 
in output amplitude. 	The diameter and length have to 
be increased considerably to attain this higher 
frequency, giving a much more cumbersome instrument. 
easurament of the output by accelerometer 
rather than by displacement gauges does not give a 
greater output within the range 0 - 600 cps. 	At 
higher frequencies an increase in response is obtained 
z9.4/A/ 	P54w V.5 TJV7 
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by accelerometers but this i.6 offset by the disadvantage 
that an accelerometer requires a mass built into, or in 
close contact witii,the instrument. 	The proximity type 
displacemeat gauge 7 used in the experimental work, does 
not have this disadvantage. 
As can be aeon in Chapter 3.39 th inoperative 
tiLtie of the instrument, which occurs due to the transient 
condition hen the input rate of turn is changed, is 
inversely proportional to the operating frequency. 
The rscuirement to operate at a low frequency does not 
therefore reduce this inoperative time and provision to 
reduce this by an alternative method will be required, 
6.2 	eafflvit of the Instrument 
In a completely balanced system the output, 
duo to a constant input signal 	is, from Chapter 3.19  
equal tog- 
- —°(7c 	çz 
Assume that for this balanced system, the frequency 




The sensitivity of the balanced instrument 
will depend upon the variables of equation (123). 	To 
enable small rate of turn signals to be detected, the 
rotor amplitude 	and the inertia of the rotor C 
must be as larg as possible. 	The damping must be 
low and instrumentation capable of detecting small 
Output oscillations Will be rec1uired. 	In the present 
experimental instruiuic:iat, a value of 0.02 lb.insec. has 
been achieved for the damping coefficient. 	It has 
also been shown that this value can be reduced by 
passing a magnetic flux through the instrument. 
Reference (7)  shows that this magnetism can reduce the 
danping coefficient to approximateiy 0.0005 lb.in.sec. 
with little variation over the stress range. 	With a 
rotor inertia similar to that used in the present 
oxpriuiental instrument (i.e. bO x 10 	1b.in.soc 	) 
a completely balanced, idealiaod instrument could, 
theoretically, be capable of re 	ng cordi 	rates of turn 
as small as earths rate. 	This would require a. 
rotor amplitude of the order of 001 Radian and 
instrumentation capable of Lioasuring osc illati OilS 
as small as l0 ins. 	The present instrument gives 
an output of approximately 600 uiV per 103 inch 
deflection )  therefore, With small modifications, it 
should be capable of detecting oscillations as small 
as the earths rate. 
To record small rates of turn, th unbalcncO 
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in the system would either have to be eliminated 
no by instrumentation. 	Chapter 4.5 shows that 
by neglecting iiiS--phase unbalance signals, the output 
signal can be considered proportional toJ)c6)? 
where (o6 represents the resultant unbalance 
expressed as an axis tilt. 	To record inputs as 
small as earths rate, the proportion of the signal 
due to unbalance must be less than this input. 
i.e. 	S2 >"6 	7 
or 	e"if 
Equation (129) shows that to record earths rate with 
the forcing frquncy of 500 cps used in the present 
instrument, the unbalance must be reduced to less 
than 2.4 x 10 Radians. 	By reducing the frequency, 
this tolerance could be increased. 
As discussed in Chapter 4.0 9 a phase 
sensitive voltmeter could, due to differences in 
phase, differentiate between rate of turn and the 
principal unbalance effects. 	Perhaps by this 
method and by adding a small unbalanced mass, in 
close proximity to the top of the rotor, and 
displaced by a small distance from the OY axis 
and b—.-0),low input rate of turn 
signals can be recorded. 
A further limitation would, however, be the 
stability of the oscillator, as this would have to be 
controlled in frçu.ency to within approximately 5 parts 
per million for a damping coefficient of 0002 ib.in.sec. 
This stability would be required to ensure that the 
drop in output, due to the drift from rsonsnce, did 
not exceed 10. 
The present experimental instrument is 
capable of measuring only high rates of turn of the 
order of 1.0 rpm.. 	This is principally due to the 
magnitude of unbalence and type of excitation used. 
Also the sensitivity was greatly reduced by the 
uncertainty of the tuning of the instrument, which 
occurred when a mass was added,or when an attached 
mass hiftd,dUe to the oscillation of the rotor. 
Groater sensitivity could also be obtained 
through reducing the damping by maaetizatiofl of the 
output shafts. 	This was observed, but due to the 
difficulty in mounting the electro-magilot across the 




7.0 Instrument Design 
Figure (1) shows the configuration of the 
instrument. 	The rotor, which is fixed to the outer 
gimbal, is set in torsional oscillation about the 
rotor shafts. 	Vith a rate of turn applied about 
the input axis, Coriolis forces are set up, which 
oscillate the gimbal about the output shafts. 
These output shafts are held by end supports which 
are bolted to the baseplate of the instrument. 
7.1 
From the 
differential equation of 
motion of the system, it 
can be seen that the out-
put from the system is 
proportional to the torquE 
induced by the Coriolis 
acceleration. 	This 
torque is numerically 
equal to the product of 
the angular momentum 
about the rotor axis and 
the rate of turn applied 
about the input axis. 
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i.e. Torque about the output shafts, . 
where C, = Inertia of the rotor about the j—axis 
Velocity of the rotor about the o j —axis 
12= Rate of turn applied about the input axis 
with 	 equation (130) becomes:- 
7r= (/3/) 
It can be seen that for maximum output and sensitivity 
from the instrument, this torque must be a maximum, 
the limiting case being the stress in the input shafts. 
This stress can be evaluated from the characteristic 
eauation— 
T - ;& _2 
1 	 - 
where 7=  Torcju applied to shafts 	 lb/ins. 
j= Polar moment of inertia of shaft 	in 4  
G = Modulus of Rigidity 	 lb/in.2 
= Angular displacement of rotor 	 Rad 
= Length of Shafts 	 ins. 
Shear stress at diameter d 	 lb/in.' 
/= Diameter at which stress is considered. ins. 
giving 	= 	 7/33 
zL_ 
The torsional natural frequency of the inner system can 
be found from:- 
2 
where a-is the torsional natural frequency 
Al is the stiffness of the rotor shafts 
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Substitute for the stiffness coefficient in this 
frequency equation to obtain- 
() 
where /7 is the equivalent shaft length, equal to 
L/2 for two shafts connected to either side of the 
rotor and L is the length of the individual shafts. 
1 = ./97 ____  clz 
(35) 
The natural frequency considered is the undamped 
natural frequency which, for the small damping 
factors encountered in this instrument, can be 
considered to be numerically equal to the damped 
natural frequency of the system. 
To obtain suitable practical values, a 
rotor of convenient dimensions can be used as the 
starting point. 	In the present analysis it was 
decided to commence with a rotor of 3" diameter by 1" 
thick, giving for mild steel, an inertia of 
-4 	 2 
53.1 x 10 lb.in.sec. 	about the o-ax1a. 
From this starting point, using equations (133) 
and (135) graphs of the relationship between the 
amplitude for a given stress and natural frequency 
acre plotted in figure (22) for the common parameters 
d and L. 	The delction is measured at a radius 
of 1". 
A further limitation must be imposed to 
,C,&11L7g 2 - 
'EEcD2JE7vcY /MPLI7iDE 
4g/,v57 L 	7I 
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ensure that a bending natural frequency 	does not 
appear within the range chosen from figure (22) for 
the torsionaJ natural frequency, 
i.e. 	 //3s) 
where )K is a factor introduced to ensure the 
elimination of 8the bending natural frequency from 
the operating torsional range. 	The bending natural 
frequency is, as a first approximation, evaluated 
considering the end supports to be simply supported. 
This would be the case with abutments as small as the 




Assume that the rotor itself does not deflect and 
that all the static deflection 	takes place in the 
rotor shafts, 
= 
i.e. static deflection of the rotor 	WL3 W 
 
relative to the gimbal 	 A, 
-3g 
where V is the weight of the rotor, and L, E, I and K 
are the length, Youngs Modulus, Moment of Inertia in 
bending and Stiffness,respectively,for the rotor shafts. 
(,) 
Substitute for equations (135) and (140) into 
equation (136)  to give:- 
- z7O76  
WL3 - "I 	 / 
By using a shaft material which has Poisson's Ratio 
ov 
2.!, 	/WA/' 	 5 Y5 7iV7. 
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equal to 0.25, Youngs Modulus E can be assumed to be 
equal to 2.5 times the Modulus of Rigidity G, 
i.e. E = 2.5 G- 
On rearrangement, equation (141) becomes:— 
Wz = X2  
For a solid rotor 	== WD 
where LD = diameter of rotor 
hence 	f =/X 
This equation can be used as an approximate check on 
the separation of the two natural frequencies. 	In 
the optimum case, with the shafts considered simply 
supported, the torsional frequency would be designed 
to be lower than the bending natural frequency, i.e. 
This would ensure that any building in 
effect imposed by the end supports, which increases 
the bending natural frequency, would carry this 
frequency further away from the range of the operating 
-torsional frequency. 	With a 3" diameter rotor and 
)</Z (i.e. 20% separation between 	and 6u,, ), 
equation(143) determines that shaft lengths in excess 
of 1.7" should be neglected. 
After deciding upon a rotor inertia, 
graphs similar to figure (22) can be plotted from. 
equations (133) and (135). 	These graphs, together 
with the requirements of equation (132)  determine 
the frequency and amplitude available for any given 
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stress, enabling a first approximation to be made for a 
suitable design. 
7.2 Outer system 
The design of the outer systan depends upon 
the overall dimensions previously chosen for the inner 
system. 	After a design for this has been established, 
a gimbal of a suitable size can be arranged to 
accommodate this inner system. The inertia of the 
gimbal and its torsional natural frequency are there-
fore fixed by the choice of the parameters of the 
outer system, leaving only the dimensions of the output 
shafts to be determined. 
By substituting the inertia of the gimbal 
system about the output axis in place of the rotor 
axis in equations (133)9 (135) and (142), suitable 
dimensions for the output shafts can be obtained. 
Equation (142) considers that the mass is a rigid 
structure and that all the deflection takes place in 
the shafts. 	This may not be the case in the outer 
system as the d3flection of the gimbal itse would 
have to be included. 	However, since equation (142) 
is considered c:ily as a first approximation, this 
gimbal deflection can be neglected in the preliminary 
stages. 
The tuning of the resonant frequency of 
the outer system to that of the inner system can be 
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achieved by mounting small tuning screws on the face 
of the gimbal figure (24). By extending these 
tuning screws the inertia of the gimbal system is 
increased,with a consequent lowering of the torsional 
frec1aency,wliile the bending frequency remains 
unchanged. 
In the event of a bending natural frequency 
of the system coinciding with the torsional frequency, 
the shaft lengths can be extended slightly to give 
the necessary frequency separation, as the torsional 
and bending natural frequencies are inversely 
proportional to the shaft length and shaft length 
cubed respectively. 
7.3 
The instrument used throughout the 
experimental work was constructed from material 
readily available and sizes convenient for machining 
purposes. 	The inner system,as shown in figure(23) 
consists of a 3' diameter by ltt thick mild steel 
rotor,with shafts All diameter and " long,integral 
with a section of the gimbal. 	The effective inertia 
of the rotor about the rotor axis was therefore 
58.1 x 10lb.in.sec 	, with torsional and bending 
natural frequencies of 470 and 1400 cpa respectively. 
These p.'aneters give from (figure 2)9a deflection 
at the rotor peripher of 0.008 in. with a shaft 
E/. Z4 	ICOLIr -7' G/Mø'7L 5Y5T-C-14 
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stress of 15,000 lb/in. 
An outer system having sufficiently rigid 
gimbals and yet maintaining a reasonably light 
structure was constructed,as shown in figure (24 
This gave an inertia of the gimbal and rotor about 
the output axis of 2.2 x 10 1b.in.sec 	. 	With 
a gimbal thickness of 1 in. 9 it was decided to have 
the output shafts 2 in.long by 0.68 in. diameter 
thereby giving the torsional natural frequency of 
470 cps. 	The outer or gimbal system was machined 
from a solid piece of mild steel and then mounted,by 
brass distance pieces and brass bolts, to the base- 
plate of the instrument. 	The distance pieces and 
bolts were required to be constructed of brass due 
to the type of exciting system used. 	The outer 
gimbal was recessed to receive the rotor system, 
final fixing being achieved by four j" diameter 
machine screws and nuts. The fundamental bending 
natural frequency of the outer system with the 
complete instrument bolted to a test bed, was found 
experimentally to be 350 cps., vhich is appxximaty 
the same as the value calcu1attd with the end supports 
pinned, when the instrument was later mounted on 
rubber,to eliminate vibration transmitted by the 
rough running of the rate of turn table, the 
fundamental bending frequency rose to 440 cps. 	This 
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was considered to be undesirably near the operating 
torsional frequency. 	Since the calculated value of 
thi bending frequency, when considering the end 
supports to be built-in, was 750 cps, it was 
decided to modify the bolting down arrangement to 
bring this bending frecjuency close to tht built-in 
condition. 	A heavier baseplate was installed in 
an attempt to achieve this condition. 	This, 
together with various additional clamping arrangements 
of the end supports, merely lifted the bending 
freQuency to 480 cps., which was even closer to the 
torsional frecjuncy than before. 	As discussed 
previously, it was than decided to altcr the bending 
frequency by increasing the length of the shaft. 
The sha-fts were increased to 3  in. and to retain the 
former torsional frequency, a small amount was 
machined from the outer side of the gimbal. 	The 
nett effect was to obtain torsional and bending 
frequencies of 470 and 386 cps respectively. 	The 
final tuning of the torsional frequency to that of 
the inner system was provided by the tuning screws. 
7.4 	t_t___s_LYs 
The type of excitation used in the present 
instrument is of the electro-magnetic type. 	A 
magnetic flax was induced to flow between two pole 
pieces attached to the gimbals at a point adjacent to 
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the rotor. The gap between the rotor and pole pieces 
was 0.006 in. 	Conductors were inserted at the 
Periphery of the rotor to cut the lines of magnetic 
flux so that when an A. C. current wa applied to the 
coiiductors torsional oscillation of the 'rotor' was 
achieved. 	Three of these conductors, constructed of 
14 swg., were inserted in the rotor periphery 
adjacent to each pole piece. 	The conductors were 
connected in series by means of printed circuits 
attached to the face of the rotor (Figure 23). 
Ex.ternal leads were then led out of the instrument, 
through an impedance matching transformer, to the 
oscillator. 
It was initially anticipated that the 
necessary flux could be achieved by the remnant 
flux obtained after magnetization of the gimbals by 
means of coils This did not produce the desired 
effect and was probably due to the large leakage 
and eddy current effects as the rotor and gimbals 
were of solid, rather than laminated, construction. 
The coils, of 24 svg, were then rewound and an 
ecjuivulent mass machined from the gimbals to 
compensate for the inertia of these coils. 	A 
direct current was then applied to he external 
leada from these coils to obtain a suitable 
magnetic flux. 	The coils produced a major 
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disadvantage in that the power dissipated in the form 
of heat raised the temperature of the complete 
instrument considerably so that the damping and other 
characteristics of the system were changed. 	This 
resulted in reducing the output - for a given input 
signal to 20% of the original signal within a period 
of thirty minutes. (figure (25). 	To overcome this 
effect, it was decided to limit the direct current 
and therefore the rotor amplitude to values which do 
not raise the temperature of the gimbal above a 
steady state temperature. 
It is felt that this type of e--,.citation 
could be improved upon to give greater output and 
good stabilization. 	An improvement to the existing 
arrangement would be to wind the coils external to 
the giibal thereby passing the flux in at one 
support of the instrument and out at the other 
support. 	This would also improve the damping 
characteristics as discussed in Chapter 5. 	The 
giubal would have to be modified with brass insQzts. 
to prbvent flux passing along the gimbal instead 
of across the rotor gap. 
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8. 0 	I2 n. 
As discussed in Chapter 7 9 the excitation of 
the rotor depends upon a, direct current being supplied 
to the nia'ietic circuit and an alternating current 
being supplied to the conductors. 	The individual 
components used to produce these two supplies together 
with the instrumentation as shown in figure 26 are 
summarized in the following paragraphs. 
8.1 JDirecCurrexr uip1y 
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Figure 27 shows a diagrammatic arrangement of the 
d.c. supply to the magnetizing coils which are wound 
in series around the gimbal. 	The power isapplied 
by two, twelve volt lead—acid batteries. 
To ensure an even supply of carrent to the 
coils, a battery charger was coupled to the battery 
to maintain it at a constant level of charge. 
Resistances were installed oabling the load, to 
the coils, and the charge to the battery to be 
varied. 
_81— 
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Figure 28 shows a block diagram of the 
components used to give the alternating excitation 
current to the rotor conductors. 
Initially, the signaJ. was generated by a 
Goodmaais type D5 power oscillator, but this had to 
be replaced by an instrument having better selectivity 
end stability. 	A Muirhead Decade Oscillator coupled 
to a power amplifier was then used. 	This oscillator 
has a frequency accuracy of + 0.2% or 0.5 cps which—
ever is the greater, and an hourly stability of 0.02% 
The output from the power amplifier was 
passed through an impedance matching transformer to 
give the required oscillation at the rotor conductors. 
These conductors were connected in. series by acans of 
a printed circuit attached to the face of tiie rotor. 
Hear gauge jntercorjnectiiig wiring had to 
be installed as it was found that with light gauge 
wiring a considerable reduction in output was obtained 
-82-- 
over short intervals of time 	This was attributed 
to the fact that the change in resistance of the 
wiringdue to the heating' effect of the load,was 
greater than the resistance of the conductors. 
8.3 Instrumentation 
As the amplitudes of the rotor and output 
oscillations were of a small magnitude, it was 
essential to have good instrumentation. 	Dari um 
Titanate strain gauges were tried but it was found 
that their response was inadequate at the operating 
torsional frecuency of this instrument. 
Proximity type gauges coupled to a 
frecuency modulated systaia were then used. 	These 
gauges operate with a 2 megacycle carrier frequency 
and a maximum modulation of 2. 	The sensing unit 
can be either of the inductance type for moderately 
large movements, or capacitance type where high 
sensitivity has to be achieved to measure very small 
oscillations. 
An advantage of this system is that it 
can be statically calibrated and it gives a 
sinusoidal output which can be displayed on an 
oscilloscope. 
An inductance type pick-up was used to 
measure the rotor amplitude and a capacitance 
sensing unit was made with an affective area of 
-83-. 
one square inch and situated parallel to the oscillating 
gimbal to give an output of 600 mV per thou. displacement 
(figure 29). 	The output from these pick-ups after 
passing through the frequency modulated system, was 
either displayed on a cathode ray oscilloscope or 
valve voltmeter. 
1 
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CHAPTER 9 
9.0 	Work  
The instrument was assembled and tests 
carried out at various rotor amplitudes. 	The 
variation in amplitude being achieved by altering 
either the D.C. or A.C. signal to the instrument. 
Most of the experimental work was carried out with 
a rotor amplitude, measured at the rotor periphery, 
of 5.6 x lO 	ins. 	It was found that at this 
amplitude a reasonable amount of stability could 
he obtained. 	At higher amplitudes the system 
became unreliable due to the heating effect of the 
increased load. 
Graphs of output against applied rate of 
turn are drawn for each of the varying parameters, 
axis tilt, mass unbalance, and tilt of the rotor 
conductors. 	The theoretical results are drawn 
lightly and the experimental results superimposed 
in heavy lines. 
The values of outaut and axis tilt are 
measured at a radial distance of 1 in. 
9.1 	Variation in 	s Tilt 
Figure (30) shows, graphically, the 
theoretical and experimental results obtained from 
the assembled instrument. 	Initially, it was found 
that an output signal approximating to a calculated 
-85- 
axis tilt of 0.003 inches was obtained. 	The 
iistruineat was therefore rnou.ated between the 
centres of a turning lathe and the eccentricity 
measured nad found to be 0.003 inches, thereby 
su'ontiintne theoretical curve 
After careful alignment to within an 
axis tilt of 0.001 inches, the instrument was 
tested, with veying rates of turn, to give the 
crve shown on figtLre(30). 	This approximated 	to 
tne theoreticcl values obtained for an axis tilt 
of Q•QQ: 	During subsequent testing it was 
found that the boltin; arrangement between the 
inner and outer system yielded to give an axis 
tilt of aroximately 0.002 inches. 
9.2 	Va22:.tLOn in IFLass Unbalance 
igurss (31 - 33)siaovi, for various input 
amplitudes 9 the sign1 obtained with on axis tilt 
of 0.003" and ubsec1uent reduction in this unbalanced 
effect by adding balancing masses to tiie periphery of 
the rotor. 
As discussed in Chpter 4.5, a rough 
oawmce was carriect out witI balancing masses added 
a sme•J ni2les o:y ama a large value of the axial 
drspaceineni 'Y. 	To ostuin more precise balance, 
1asses were tmea adaed with,,, approaching 90 and 
-.36- 
the axial displacer:ient reduced slightly. 
One of the greatest difficulties in this 
buli..ncin: out procedure was in uaintaining the 
r5tii at its resonant condition. 	Then couuater 
balancing masses were added, the natural frequency 
of the inuer syste:n changed slightly. 	This 
reduced the rotor amplitude considerably due to 
the low damping factors encountered. 	Tuning of 
the inner systan had then to be carried out after 
each ulass had been added or after its radial 
distance had been changed. 
The outer systeiii had, at each of these 
balancing T;rocedures, to be retuned by means of 
the ailing screw to Lnaintain the system as near as 
)OS51DiC to its tuned resonant condition. 
With large values of axis tilt, e.g. 
0.003 ins, the compensating mass required to 
reduce tile unbalanced signal wami in the region of 
6 gus. 	This added mass gave an approximate alter- 
ation of l and O.l to the natural frequencies of 
inc inner ana. outer sysGffJS respectively. 	The 
baLancing lniaase..3 can therefore be of considerable 
volune and after fairly short intervals of time 
they can shift from their positions due to the 
rotor oscillation. 	This upsets the balance and 
tuning of the inner and outer systems with a 
87- 
OOfl5O(ULSIIt reduction in output. 	However, sufficient 
resULts vere obtained and figures (31) and (34) show 
the resulting output when the instrument was 
balanced out from an initial axis tilt of 0.001 ins. 
The uajority of the exp 	 ?. erimental ork was carried 
out within the ran;e +10 Rads/sec. as the variation 
in output due to damping was pronounced over this 
range. 
Figure 34 shows that the instrument is 
capable of recording smaller rates of turn with 
car 	La1 controlled manufacture and ins trumentaon. 
The instrument showed greater sensitivity than 
illustrated in figure 3.1-) but the stability could 
not be naintainedfor sufficient periods of time 
to carry out extensive experimental work. 
903 UnbElanc 
ia discussed in Chapter 4.3 the conductors 
inserted in the rotor can if they are not inserted 
parallel to the rotor axis create an unbalanced 
torçue about the output axis. 	The magnitude of the 
torçue can be varied by altering 'a (figure II) the 
distance throug1 which the electro-mag11etiC drive 
force acts about the output axis. 	This was 
achieved for the purpose of the experimental work 
by looaering the bolts which fix the inner rotor 
o '1) 
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systeu to th. gimbal and then moving the :position of 
his rotor raiLative to thc giahul 	1ong the o, axis. 
Figure (5) shovis the results obtained experimentally 
for this variation. 	The rotor was displaced 
un;i':arda and donwards by approxiaa.ieiy 0.010 ins. 
with correspondiwg changes in the in—phase component 
of uni lance. 	The change in the 1jO5it10fl of 
minimum output as efl as the intersection of the 
rats of turn/output relationship gives a1 indication 
of 	a a 	ration in this uLlbalancad comliolleilt and 
substantiates the ailolvais of Chapter 4.3. 
Uaiortvn: tely in the present system 9 the rotor could 
not he defiect€d far enough to eliriinate this error 
nation in .1iauian1g h Rotor hinJLitucle 
The output from a balanced system operating 
at the resonant condition can 9 from equation (27) be 
exireaaod 
For any given applied rate of turn 9 the 
ratio of the outnut to rotor aaaiitude should be 
constantif the daLping coefficient is constant. 
hoevEr 9 as can be seen froai Ohater 5 the domping 
of the cuter system is proportional to the output 
amplitude. 	As the ouplitude is incr€n sed 9 the 
-39-. 
oiut,/rotocuupiitd3 ratio will therefore decrease. 
'iure (36) 3i1Oa the f - cit of incrsing the 
aJLpliGude Of the rotor oscillation. 	Tho dotted 
grapIi ia for a rotor amplitude of 2 x 1O 3 inc. 
and as considerable heating of the giaib 	took place, 
clue to the load on tile magnetic coils, some of this 
reduction in output/rotor amplitude ratio must be 
attributed to this cause. 	This could explain the 
reduction in output nen the input was increased 
beyond no Rad/sec. 	77ith the present instrument 
this variation in damping and the heating effect 
eakes it ia:ructicable to op-rate at high rotor 
aapiitudes. 
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It can be seeil from 	 51 , that there is 
a considerable ceasure of correlation betaeen 
e:1a:erimental arid theoretical results. 	Host of the 
eerimentoJ worh was carried out with on exceedingly 
low rotor arihZLitude  of 56 x 	ins, as it was 
foi.uid that stability could best be obtained at this 
value. 	When the rotor amplitudes were increased, 
the instrument became unreliable because of the 
incrosed variation in daLipin aad the heating effect 
of the ma letioing coils. 	These factors made it 
impoibae to ui1ioe t!ie high angular momentum 
aatici.;ated in the desiyn stages 	However, it is felt 
that both of these factors can be corrected in future 
ins trwierit a. 
Fiaiire 	shOws that this -prototype 
instrum3nt is capable of recording reasonably small 
rates of turr, provided the system con he made stable. 
SOLOS of the instability occurred as a result of the 
dislod;aiieiit of the counter balancing masses due to 
the oscillation of the rotor. 	This could be 
rectified by attaching small L.1Eu1C1ng screws to the 
fce of the rotor, which would remain fixed in 
wosition, after the balancing procedure had been 
carried out. 	This would also reduce the other main 
- 9l -- 
cause oftability which occurs due to the require-
uS that the instrument Has at present to be retuned 
after each subsequent iaLnciiag procedure. 	Adjust- 
merit of balancing screws ±ii the direction of the 
rotor axis would not alter the natural frequency of 
the rotor system and tuning would then be Lulnecessary. 
In the present in 	aat ili outut from 
the outer system was approximately 600 mV per thou 
displacement of the gimbal. 	It should therefore be 
possible to record changes in input of 0.03 rpm by 
using a valve voltmeter having a sensitivity down to 
I mV. 	A change in output of 0.1 rpm was frequently 
detected over short ieriods of time with the present 
instrument 2 but unfortunately the stability could 
not be maintained over sufficient periods of time to 
enable results to be repeated and recorded over a 
rurige of applied inputs. 
It as originally intended to obtain 
increased stability by operating the instrument at 
L. frs - uency other than the resonant frequency. 
Ho:aver this was not practicable with the small 
outputs obtained from tnis instrunient due to the 
low rotor angular momentum. 	In the case of the 
tuniuig fork 2 t1le theoretical results for the effect 
obtained by tilting the tuning fork in the 
gravitational field agree very closely with the 
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experiiueiital results obtained by other authors. 
This suests that the explanation for this cyclic 
varia1on is,as discussed in Ciapter 2.1, due to the 
axial forces incurred by the effect of tiiC mass of 
the tines. 	These forces are tensile or compressive 
depending upon the position of the timing fork in the 
gravitational fic.ld,and cause a variation in the 
potential enorgy, hence the natural frequency of the 
tine as it is orientatod in the gravitiational field. 
10.2 	11uturc DosizLiC.onsiciera2 
Chapter .1 shoWs that the rate of turn 
signal is proportional to the velocity of the rotor, 
while the main unbalance effects, which are 900 out 
of phase with the rate of turn signal, are proportional 
to the acceleration of the rotor. 	This suggests 
that the operating frecjueiicy of the instrument should 
bc as low as possible. 	However, a decrease in 
frequency has the effect of increasing the time in 
whicu the instrument has to be considered inoperative 
duo to the transient response when the input is 
cheeaged by a step function (Chapter 3.3). 	The only 
other way of red-acing this transient rosponso is to 
jucrowse the darning, which is impracticable as it, 
reduces the overall response of the instrument. A 
convenient racons of reducing this transient response 
lust be soug!t before this instrument can be usefully 
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employed. 
Apart from unbalance, perhaps the main 
source of uncertainty in this type of instrument 
is the control or damping. 	In the present 
iiatruinont, the damping coefficient was of the 
order of 0.02 lb.in.sec. and varied proportionally 
with amplitude. 	This compared reasonably well 
with similar tests carried out by Sumner & Entwistle 
(Reference 7). 	It was also shown by those authors, 
and confirmed to some extant by experimentation on 
the present ii.astruiaont, that this damping 
coefficient could be reduced to 0.0005 lb.in.sec. 
With little variation in the damping over the stress 
rango 9 ihi3 can be achieved by passing a magnetic 
flux through the rotor shafts and as the damping 
becomes almost independent of amplitude, a more 
linear response is obtained from the system. 	It 
is therefore suggested that future instruments 
should have this magnetizing flux flowing through 
the output shafts. 	This flux should be independent 
of the drive system as it has been shown that the 
increased damping in the inner system of the present 
instrument can be attributed to eloctro—magnotic 
danpin2, 	To obtain a greater response from the 
system this snould be avoided. 
The present drive system is unsatisfactory 
and an alternative to this is required. 	Crystals 
can be produced with a stability greater than 1 part 
9 
in 10 which suggests that a crystal installed in the 
rotor or rotor shafts could provide a suitable 
exciting system for this type of instrument. 
10.3 Conclusions 
The present prototype instrument behaved 
basically in the manner predicted. 	It was limited 
in those tests to the recording of high rates of 
turn 9 principally because of the instability of the 
instrument at high rotor amplitudes. 	This was 
due to the magnitude of the unbalance and the 
inadequecy of the excitation system. 	Itis 
shown that these factors can be reduced to enable 
sufficiently low rates of turia to be.cletected 
and thereby justify future work on this type of 
instrument. 
The analysis lays down approximate 
design graphs and suggests a suitable form.-Of 
instrumentation. 	it is anticipated that this 
type of instrument will have practical applications 
in the future as there are advantages over the 
tuning fork which is considered to be a possible 
replacement of the more conventionbl type of 
gyroscope. 
-95- 
It is holed tiat tiie present analysis will assist in 
prdictin some of the characteristics and 	in 	the 
choice of suitable values for the main parameters. 
of this type of vibratory rate gyro. 
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